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Forbearance for delinquent loans keeps the housing
outlook positive
•

The spike in mortgage delinquencies in the third
quarter would normally have had a significantly
negative impact on the national LIHHM*. Due to
massive and timely forbearance policies, however,
many of these delinquent loans have not slipped into
foreclosure — nor are they likely to. As a result, we
lowered the usual model delinquency factor to reflect
current and expected policy, which left the national
score little changed from last quarter at a slightly
positive rating.

•

Within the adjusted data, most of the MSA rankings
remained neutral or slightly negative — reflective of
the drag on the housing outlook from this year’s job
losses and elevated unemployment rates. Also, most
MSAs are flat or down compared with a year ago due
to the extended impacts of the COVID-19 recession.

•

In response to the extremely tight supply of homes for
sale, home price appreciation has accelerated in many
local markets. While mortgage rates remain near
record lows, rapidly rising prices are a risk for housing
affordability, especially if inventory levels remain very
low as is expected.

* Leading Index of Healthy Housing Markets (LIHHM): A data-driven view of

the near-term performance of housing markets for the nation as a whole as
well as for 400 metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) and divisions.

See more at blog.nationwide.com/housing
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Forbearance policies for homeowners forced a change in the data
Mortgage delinquencies in third quarter (which shot above the peaks from the Great Recession) had a significantly
negative impact on the original data for the national LIHHM*, dropping it below 100 for the first time in 10 years. But
delinquencies in the current environment should not be viewed as they have been in the past due to government policy
changes. Forbearance on delinquent mortgages will allow many homeowners to postpone payments and reschedule debts
with lenders, preventing many (perhaps most) of these delinquencies from turning into foreclosures. It is likely that
forbearance policies will be extended further under the incoming Biden administration. Consequently, we adjusted the
national and local market delinquency rates to assume that a much smaller share of delinquent loans will ultimately default.
After this adjustment, the national LIHHM was little changed from the second quarter, remaining modestly positive.
Even after the delinquency adjustment, elevated unemployment and a large contraction in jobs continue to weigh on the
housing sector outlook. House price gains are also accelerating rapidly in response to the persistent imbalance between
supply and demand in the market. If these trends continue, higher housing costs will eventually offset the positive
affordability benefits from low mortgage rates, potentially pricing out some homebuyers.
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Even after the delinquency adjustments, most markets have a neutral or negative ranking
•

The spike in delinquency rates helps to hold down the rankings for local housing markets. The unadjusted data show no
MSAs with a positive ranking, while a total of 289 markets have a negative ranking. This is the highest number of total
negative rankings since 2009 when the rankings for all 400 MSAs were negative.

•

After adjusting for fewer expected defaults with extended forbearance, the number of negatively ranked MSAs is less
than half of what the original data show, coming in at 134. This lower figure would still be the highest total since 2009 as
the massive job losses and high unemployment rates (even after improvements in recent months) weigh on the housing
outlook.

•

With the adjusted delinquency data, 79 MSAs have a positive ranking, although 78 of them are positive by only one
ranking, suggesting a modestly positive outlook for those markets. Mainly due to still poor employment figures, 187 have
a neutral ranking, as local markets recover from the COVID-19 recession.
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Local performance rankings are at their lowest on average since 2009
•

Adjusting for ongoing forbearance policies shifted many of the performance rankings in local housing markets, giving
them a more positive outlook.

•

Even after the improvement from the change (seen below), the housing outlook in many local markets continue to be
weakened by poor labor market conditions as the economy recovers from the COVID-19 recession.

•

The areas hit the hardest have been Texas (which shows up four times in the bottom 10 MSAs) and in parts of the Pacific
Coast, while the Midwest is still showing a decent number of positive or neutral rankings.
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Forbearance cushions the bottom, but conditions have deteriorated from a year ago
•

The near-term sustainability of housing markets is best measured by the current LIHHM (page 3), but looking at shifts
in the LIHHM over the course of a year can provide additional insights.

•

The figures below again depict the large differences between the original and adjusted data for the four-quarter
change in LIHHM. The original data show a decrease in the performance rankings of 315 MSAs, while the adjusted data
shows a decrease in only 192 MSAs. Neither is good, but again this suggests continued forbearance should be
beneficial for the outlook in many housing markets.

•

with the adjusted data, 66 markets show an increase in their performance rankings, which is an improvement from last
quarter. Reflective of stable housing markets conditions in those areas, 146 MSAs showed no change in their rankings.
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Appendix

Leading Index of Healthy Housing Markets (LIHHM)
Nationwide’s LIHHM is a data-driven view of the near-term performance of housing markets
based upon current health indicators for the national housing market and 400 metropolitan
statistical areas (MSAs*) and divisions across the country. For each MSA, the LIHHM uses
local-level data to incorporate the idiosyncratic characteristics of regional housing markets.
The focus of the LIHHM is on the entire housing market’s health, rather than a projection of
house prices or home sales.

Nationwide Economics LIHHM methodology
The LIHHM is calculated using a number of variables that describe many of the drivers of the
housing market for each MSA. In order to provide the best indicator of housing health, the
included variables and corresponding weights for each provide the optimal leading
perspective on future housing markets for each MSA. The drivers can be grouped into the
following categories:

1.

Employment

2. Demographics
3. Mortgage Market
4. House Prices
As an illustration, if job growth increases in an MSA, then the resulting rise in incomes creates
additional housing demand. Consumers have a greater ability to earn and save for home
purchases, increasing sales and pushing up house prices. The LIHHM measures the movements
in the included employment, demographic, mortgage market, and house price variables versus
the long-term trends within each MSA.
These drivers are used to derive an overall LIHHM score on a scale from 75 to 125 centered
around a neutral value of 100. These values are placed into performance rankings to allow for
better comparisons across MSAs. These performance rankings are the key metric in comparing
the MSAs both to each other and across time. Raw LIHHM values are used for calculation
purposes only and will only be shown on the national level as the national score is standalone
and is not compared to other areas.

* MSA: Geographical region with high population density and close economic ties throughout the nearby area,
capturing 85-90% of the U.S. population
See more at blog.nationwide.com/housing
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